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PORTO RICO AND HAWAII TO ENACT SIMILAR STATUTES. CONGRESS ALSO ENACTED SUCH A STATUTE FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA AND THESE STATUTES WERE SHOWN TO BE OPERATING SUCCESSFULLY. THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON WEIGHTS AND MEASURES, THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE ENDORSED THE PRINCIPLE OF PROHIBITION OF EXCESS WEIGHTS IN BREAD, AND THE BAKERS' WEEKLY SUPPORTED THE LAW.16 IT IS APPARENT FROM THIS THAT MANY MEN WHO WERE IN BETTER POSITIONS TO KNOW THE BREAD TRADE THAN THE MEMBERS OF THE SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES, BELIEVED THE NEBRASKA BREAD LAW TO BE A REASONABLE AND EFFICACIOUS MEASURE FOR THE PROTECTION OF THE PUBLIC AGAINST FRAUD IN SALES OF BREAD. LAWS WITH SUCH SUPPORT ARE NOT LIKELY TO UNDULY IMPOSE UPON PROTESTING MINORITIES.

NOT THE LEAST AMONG THE ADVANTAGES IN THE HOLMES-BRANDEIS THEORY OVER OTHERS, IS THAT IT PERMITS WIDER ECONOMIC AND SOCIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTATION AMONG THE STATES BY GIVING THEM MORE LATITUDE IN TRYING OUT AND DEVELOPING THEIR OWN SCHEMES FOR REFORM.

GEORGE W. GOBLE.

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW—FOURTEENTH AND FIFTEENTH AMENDMENTS—EXCLUSION OF NEGROES FROM DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY ELECTIONS IN TEXAS.—[U. S.] In Chandler v. Neff1 the local federal court upholds a recent Texas statute2 which makes negroes ineligible to participate in any Democratic party primary election held in Texas. In 1905 Texas passed a very elaborate law regulating the making of nominations for public office and requiring them to be made in primary elections by all parties that polled at least 100,000 votes in the last general election. Smaller parties were optionally allowed to nominate by conventions, but the requirements for voting at both primary elections and at the convention primaries were rigidly prescribed.3 The act of 1923, cited above, was passed as an amendment to this general primary law, and was attacked in the federal district court by a bill for an injunction against its enforcement by various state officials. On the authority of Giles v. Harris4 the court dismissed the bill on the ground that courts of equity will not enforce political rights by injunction, but, on account of its importance, went on to discuss the question on its merits.

It had previously been decided in Texas, following the weight of American authority, that a 'primary election' was not an 'election' within the meaning of the state constitution prescribing qualifications for electors;5 and the court cited Newberry v. United States6 as giving a similar meaning to 'election' in art. I, sec. IV of the federal Constitution. It was then assumed that the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments applied only to the same kind of an 'elec-

16. See the notes to Mr. Justice Brandeis's dissent.
4. (1903) 189 U. S. 475.
5. Koy v. Schneider (1920) 110 Tex. 369, elaborately collecting and discussing the authorities.
tion”—the final choice of an officer by the duly qualified electors—and therefore did not limit state control of 'primary elections.'

It will be noted that these assumptions are far from obvious. The Fifteenth Amendment does not use the word 'election' at all. It forbids the denial to citizens of the United States of the 'right to vote' on account of race, etc. It may be urged with a good deal of force that an 'election' technically refers only to the choice of officials, and hence would not include voting upon local option propositions or municipal bond issues, for instance. In *Willis v. Kalmbach* it was even suggested that the Fifteenth Amendment was intended to secure only the right of citizens to vote for the classes of officers enumerated in the Fourteenth Amendment, section 2 (presidential electors, members of Congress, state executive and judicial officers, and members of state legislatures); but this has been authoritatively denied in *Myers v. Anderson,* a case of the election of municipal officers. The 'right to vote' may well be a wider term than the right to vote at an 'election,' and so include, for instance, local option submissions to the voters, and still not include voting in party primaries, even when regulated by the state. And, of course, the Fourteenth Amendment, section 1, in its due process and equality clauses, is not limited to 'elections' or even to 'voting'; and it is quite possible that it applies to political as well as civil rights.

A party, being a voluntary association, may consist, at least with the consent of the state, of persons more or less numerous than the electorate and possessed of less or greater qualifications than the electorate, at least if such qualifications have the assent of the party; e.g., women were allowed to vote in party primaries in some states before they were fully enfranchised. A party may lawfully have for its object, unless forbidden by statute, the election of candidates of a certain race or religion only, however opposed such objects may be in general or in particular cases to the tenets of good citizenship or of wise public policy. And it may, of course, voluntarily confine its official membership to those who believe in its views, or who belong to the favored race or religion. Now, when parties are regulated by law, may the state, if it chooses, enforce for a party the same rule or rules of membership that the party itself adopts, not as necessarily indicating approval of their wisdom or propriety, but as a recognition of their existence in fact in and for that party? It seems difficult to deny this, provided only that the state does not

---

8. See note 7.
COMMENT ON RECENT CASES

Hamper the free expression of contrary views by other parties. A law forbidding negroes to vote in any party primary, or in the primary of any party which desired their membership, would probably violate if not the Fifteenth then the Fourteenth Amendment as a deprivation of liberty and equality without due process; but if the Democratic party in Texas desires to be a white party only, it seems not unconstitutional, whether wise or not, for the state to recognize this as an attribute of that party.

A more doubtful statute was one of Arkansas which forbade the issuing of any license to sell liquor in any town or city unless (1) a majority of the votes cast in the county was for licensing, and (2) a majority of the adult white inhabitants of a town or city therein signed a petition to the county court for said license. The court was not bound to grant such petition, and anyone, including negroes, might appear and object to its granting. This was upheld in McClure v. Topf, on the ground it did not concern voting and so did not violate the Fifteenth Amendment, but merely imposed a condition upon the liquor traffic which could be absolutely prohibited if the state desired. But the statute made it possible for whites to secure governmental sanction of liquor selling by a procedure denied altogether to negroes, and might well have been held a denial of the equal protection of the laws. This has been held in several cases where statutes purported to allow white citizens of a municipality alone to vote taxes upon the property of its white inhabitants for the support of white schools, the colored schools being similarly supported by taxes imposed by negro voters upon the property of the colored inhabitants. This was held bad as producing a grossly unfair distribution of school tax money between the children of the two races.13

JAMES PARKER HALL.

ILLINOIS CASES

APPEAL AND ERROR—CHANCERY—FINDINGS OF MASTER IN CHANCERY.—In Chicago Title & Trust Company v. Central Trust Company1 this language appears:

"... We have recognized the law as settled by this court in numerous decisions that we will not disturb the findings of the master and the court below in a case of this kind, involving an accounting and consideration of numerous items in the accounting, unless such items are shown to be manifestly against the weight of the evidence. This court has plainly stated in Williams v. Lindblom, 163 Ill. 346, that the findings of fact of a master are conclusive in such a case unless a clear mistake or fraud are shown."


1. (1924) 312 Ill. 396 at page 518.